“A Seamless Extension of Your Team”
Leverage outsourcing through a trusted partner for any software project.

“Optimus has provided valuable resources and knowledge in supporting Mobify to deliver
exceptional mobile experiences for our customers. Initially, Optimus worked as an extension
of our testing team and provided practical daily feedback on defects. We were impressed
with Optimus’ responsiveness, detail and dedication, and we’ve since expanded our
relationship to include mobile development. Optimus has become an invaluable partner and
continues to provide Mobify with high-quality software development and testing services.”
Benjamin Terrill, VP of Customer Success
Mobify

The world of technology is rapidly evolving. Organizations must continue maintaining and
enhancing their current technology infrastructures while also embracing key trends such
as mobile, cloud, business intelligence, big data and DevOps. To include new technologies,
companies require technical expertise; but internal resources are often short.
Trying to maintain a broad skillset of technologists on staff can be expensive and certain
technical skills might not justify a full time position. Organizations are keen to benefit from
the knowledge, scalability and flexibility of leveraging a global workforce to extend their
own resources. Optimus Information helps address these needs with outsourcing solutions
that help companies deliver high quality products and services within budget and on time.
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Software development,
maintenance and
professional services
across segments
including web, mobile,
SaaS, cloud, desktop
and shrink wrapped
products.

Native, hybrid
and mobile
web application
development, design
and migration
services for iOS,
Android, Windows
Phone and HTML5.

Data management,
data warehousing,
reporting services,
dashboarding and
visualization for the
large amount of data
coming from the web,
IoT and elsewhere.

Manual and
automated testing for
mobile, web, SaaS,
cloud and desktop,
including functional,
compatibility,
performance and
security testing.

The Optimus Advantage
The Optimus Information model is designed to allocate the right mix of local and offshore
resources in order to optimize expertise, speed and cost. We provide Outsourcing-asa-Service (OaaS), the ability for development teams to quickly add specialty skills to a
development team without incurring long-term costs. Our global team is made up of wellrounded experienced professionals, allowing us to work on complex solutions requiring
diverse expertise. The result for our customers is the capability to far better manage resource
capacities and outcomes.

Technical Expertise
Optimus Information partners with leading technology vendors to provide our clients with the most current
solutions in the marketplace. We have technical expertise in the leading open source and proprietary
software platforms. Optimus is a Microsoft Gold Partner.

Enterprise Experience
Our background in enterprise solutions means we are focused on delivering high-quality software with
corporate impact. Optimus has experience working with regulatory requirements and standards such as
HIPPA, PCI, SOX, CMMI and ISO.

Hybrid Delivery Model
Our model is designed to allocate the right mix of local and offshore resources in order to optimize expertise
and speed to help clients around the world. With offices in North America and India, Optimus has the
capability to design, develop, test, deploy and support complex systems wherever they are needed.

Scalability
Our model gives clients a scalable partner that can help manage risks during various development stages.
We can scale resources quickly in short notice and bring a variety of expertise to the table as needed. Clients
often require part-time assistance from several different types of experts – we offer this kind of flexibility.
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“Optimus Information was recommended as a reliable, experienced and
mature outsourcing company. Optimus provided the benefit of a local
presence with the cost savings of an offshore development team. After
studying the company’s references and expertise we decided to hand our
intranet web application project over to Optimus. After successful project
completion we established an ongoing software maintenance relationship
with Optimus and they remain an invaluable partner.”
Steve Baker, President
United World Transportation
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Optimus Information
works as a seamless
extension of your team.
We can work on-site or
at our own offices based
on client preferences and
needs. We follow Agile
development processes
and act as an extension
of your staff in a “oneteam, one-process”
approach.

Optimus Information
possesses comprehensive
capabilities across all
industries and business
functions and has strong
knowledge of vertical
domains including
agriculture, utilities,
financial services,
hospitality, public
sector, technology,
transportation and more.

Optimus has taken a
leadership position in
providing solutions
for the cloud via AWS,
Azure and Google
Cloud. All our services
are offered using either
traditional data centers
or the cloud based on
client need, preference
and cost-benefit
analysis.

Headquartered in Vancouver, Canada with delivery centers in Canada and India, we work as a trusted
partner to medium and large businesses to solve their software and technology challenges. With
an experienced team Optimus Information provides global organizations with scalable, flexible and
cost efficient solutions. Optimus Information provides global reach with a local presence.

Phone: 604-736-4600
Email: info@optimusinfo.com
Website: www.optimusinfo.com

Address: Optimus Information Inc.
100 - 1408 West 8th Avenue
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6H 1E1

